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INTRODUCTION 

Dear Backer,

This living document is the STEAMWATCHERS FAQ. We will 
continue to update it as we receive further questions and 
feedback from you in order to improve your game experience.

In addition, we will also create an updated PDF of the Rule 
book that incorporates any necessary changes from this 
document and which we will make available for download.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact us at  
support@mythicgames.net and don’t forget to share your 
adventures in our social media!

Wishing you lots of steam-fueled new adventures!

The Mythic Games team

 MYTHICGAMES  •   @MYTHICGAMESMG  •   @MYTHICGAMES 

 MYTHICGAMES  •   MYTHICGAMESOFFICIAL     MYTHICGAMES.NET

The Scenario cards have different backs. Is it normal?

Yes, it’s intended! The Ruins card from the Secrets of the Careeners 
scenario is shuffled inside the Steam column deck when playing this 
scenario, hence the Steam column back. 

On the other hand, the Reliquary and Miracle Algae cards are face up, and 
are the more traditional “scenario cards”.

In page 5 of the Core Rulebook, under “Incubation Track”, we 
mention that each player returns their marker to the ‘0’ space of 
the Incubation Track at the end of the round. Please do not forget 
to do so at the end of each round!

Thus, the “Upkeep” phase on page 10 should read as follows:

4   Upkeep

  In order shown by the Title Claim track, players decide which 
Careeners’ contracts to keep, spending 1 algofuel per contract. 
Return any contracts that are not kept to the clan supply (see the 
Barter with the Careeners special action, p. 13).

  Each player collects any Order tokens still on the game board and 
returns them to their clan supply, along with any Special Action 

tokens still on their clan board.

  Remove all Morale cubes from the board and return them to the 
general supply.

  Return the Legate token and the Primus token to the Conclave track.

  Each player returns their marker to the ‘0’ space of their Incubation track.

Can I move units back to the area they started in 
during a Forced March?

Yes! This can allow you to break an opponent’s beacon and move back, in 
some cases. However, units that moved cannot move again!

 Can I make multiple moves across the same area 
with a single Forced March?

Yes, but you must pick different routes for each group that moves!

Where do I put the contraband algofuel that the 
Sowers spawn with their ability?

The contraband algofuel “replaces” the targeted pure algofuel.This 
algofuel barrel is swapped but remains in its current spot, whether in 
Surplus, in supply or on the Vassal card (Peace with Wolves expansion). 
An algofuel which is not in the surplus may stay contraband over multiple 

rounds if not consumed, as you refill only the empty spaces!

What does the Staging post Archon card mean when 
it says “play a second one”?

This card allows players to activate (and remove) a second Order token
 within their first activation window.

 Do I need to play with exactly 18 Archon cards, when 
playing with expansion(s)?

 No, do as you see fit! We said in the rules that you could thin the deck 
if you wanted to encounter the Archon cards you just added a bit more 
consistently.

Can I bid more than 6 algofuel during a combat?

No. That’s why the dials are limited to 6. However,some abilities increase 
the strength gain from algofuel spent, like Stims (Fuel for War expansion).

About Western Alliance:

When playing as the Western Alliance, do not forget to draw two Steam 
Column cards at the start of the very first Conclave phase! This is hinted 
at with the two cards listed as setup on the back of the player dashboard 
(the pictures inaccurately depict Deployment cards, that should be Steam 
Column cards). The two extra cards should be drawn only when everyone 
has deployed, as instructed by the detailed clan abilities in the rulebook 
(p. 22).
The Strategic Planning ability does NOT allow you to tamper with Steam 
columns, as only cards are listed as “discarded”. Other game elements are 
“put back into the box” or in a player’s supply. The Strategic planning 
ability’s cost is discarding a Steam column card or an Archon card from 
your hand.
Both Forced Match tokens from the Western Alliance have one of their 
sides wrongly colored (in the colors of the Catabatians).



When I defend two adjacent areas and I lose the first 
combat, can I, after applying losses, send troops to 
the area where the second fight will take place?

Yes, as long as the area where the second combat will take place in may 
welcome units (area capacity = 5 units of one faction). However, this kind 
of situation does not work for the attacker, as they retreat to the area they 
came from (where the Move token was activated).

Rhône Conglomerate: Booby-trapped beacons 
timing clarification

When you win a fight with a single unit in an area with a single unit 
and that this unit is removed due to a booby-trapped beacon, you cannot 
destroy buildings. The area is under your control after the booby-trapped 
beacon’s ability window is resolved, but you have no more units, therefore 
preventing you to gain control.
A single Idol from the Highlimmer Apostles attacks and wins the battle. 
It can convert a unit as soon as it is victorious, so the unit is generated 
before taking control over the area and triggering the beacon. However, 
the booby-trapped beacon removes a unit that has moved into the area: 
the Idol is the only valid target and must be chosen as the loss from the 
beacon’s ability.

FUEL FOR WAR

Can my Leader move back to the Conclave?

No. Once Leaders take arms and go on the map, they are there for good and 
their power doesn’t increase anymore. And if they die, they don’t come back!

The game booklet lists 14 strength tokens. 
I’ve got only 10!

This is a typo on our part. 10 tokens are all you need to play the game, don’t worry!

The Holopreacher card mentions the action of 
converting. What is it?

“Converting” is the effect triggered when winning a combat with one or 
more idols, which is mentioned on the Highlimmer Apostles dashboard! 
Remember, Ava herself is treated as an elite soldier!

The Hostages scenario setup is confusing: when 
exactly should the hostages be taken?

The moment when hostages were taken changed during development 
and it caused this inconsistency. It should read “When the clans have been 
chosen for the game and their deployment has been completed, each 
player takes hostage two base soldiers…” The rest is unchanged.

 
 

SPARK OF HOPE

Do the caravans have to be at a Haven area 
in order to upgrade/buy kits?

No. Each controlled Haven grants you 1 purchase credit, wherever your 
caravan is.

I have 25 kits and the booklet list 26.

This is a typo on our part, 25 is the right number. If you look page 3 of 
the Spark of Hope booklet, it lists 20 kits. The other 5 are the starting kits.

PEACE WITH WOLVES

With the exception of the Tech Support card, Diplomacy cards are put back 
into the box once their effects have been applied. Tech Support is put back 
into the box at Whiteout.


